Pharmacokinetic determinants of cocaine's differential effects on locomotor and operant behavior.
Dose-response, effect-time and concentration-effect relations of intravenous cocaine (1-4 mg/kg) were investigated on contingency-controlled [fixed-ratio (FR) 70 performance] and unconditioned (locomotor activity) behaviors. Cocaine dose-response curves exhibited decreasing rates of response under the FR 70 schedule but increasing locomotor activity in a dose-related fashion. Effect-time profiles confirmed that these changes were time-dependent and provided additional clarity by mirroring the biexponential decay of cocaine concentrations with time. The duration of action of cocaine was comparatively shorter on locomotor activity than on FR performance. We integrated effect-time profiles of the two behaviors with concentration-time profiles simulated from our previously published pharmacokinetic parameters to derive cocaine's pharmacodynamic parameters. Classical inhibitory Emax and sigmoidal Emax models were used to describe cocaine's effects on FR performance and locomotor activity, respectively. Simultaneous pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling reveals evidence of acute tolerance to cocaine in locomotor activity, as indicated by decreasing potency with dose, but not in contingency-controlled behavior.